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(Editor’s Note: On Feb. 15, 2019, we republished this criteria article to make nonmaterial changes. See the “Revisions And Updates” section for details.)

1. S&P Global Ratings uses a principles-based approach for assigning and monitoring ratings globally. These broad principles apply generally to ratings of all types of corporates, governments, securitization structures, and asset classes. However, for certain types of issuers, issues, asset classes, markets, and regions, S&P Global Ratings complements these principles with specific methodologies and assumptions.


3. S&P Global Ratings assigns credit ratings to both issuers and issues, and strives to maintain comparability of ratings across sectors and over time. That is, S&P Global Ratings intends for each rating symbol to connote the same general level of creditworthiness for issuers and issues in different sectors and at different times. Enhancing comparability requires calibrating the criteria for determining ratings. S&P Global Ratings calibrates criteria through various means including measuring default behavior across sectors and over time, applying common approaches to risk analysis, and using a common set of macroeconomic scenarios associated with the different rating levels. The scenario associated with the 'AAA' rating level is one of extreme macroeconomic stress—on par with the Great Depression of the 1930s. The scenarios associated with the lower rating levels are successively less stressful. Credits rated in each category are intended to be able to withstand the associated level of macroeconomic stress without defaulting (although we might significantly lower the ratings on those credits as economic stresses increase).

SCOPE OF THE CRITERIA

4. These criteria apply to ratings of all issuers and issues rated by S&P Global Ratings.

SUMMARY OF CRITERIA

5. The analytic framework for structured finance securitization ratings includes five key areas:

- Credit quality of the securitized assets;
- Legal and regulatory risks;
- Payment structure and cash flow mechanics;
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- Operational and administrative risks; and
- Counterparty risk.

6. The analytic framework for corporate and government ratings includes three key areas:
- Creditworthiness before external support;
- External support; and
- Analysis of specific instruments.

7. This paragraph has been deleted.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF STRUCTURED FINANCE RATINGS AND CRITERIA

Credit Quality Of The Securitized Assets

8. In most securitization transactions, the first key step in analyzing the credit quality of the securitized assets is determining the amount of credit support necessary, in our opinion, to maintain a rating at the 'AAA' level. That determination is equivalent to estimating the amount of losses that the assets would suffer under conditions of extreme stress. The estimation can include reference to historical studies of the subject asset class or, when such studies are not available and as we deem appropriate, comparison or benchmarking relative to asset classes for which such studies do exist.

9. For some asset classes, the estimation may proceed in stages: We might separately estimate asset default frequencies and loss severities under extreme stress conditions and then combine those components to form the overall loss estimate. Similarly, for some asset classes, the estimation may use generalizations based on historical studies, such as the notion that losses under extreme stress conditions can be estimated as a multiple of expected losses, with the multiple potentially varying for different asset classes.

10. For some asset classes, S&P Global Ratings defines an archetypical asset pool and uses it as a comparison benchmark for gauging the estimated losses under extreme stress for pools underlying actual transactions in such asset classes. In some cases, the maximum rating for the highest rated security may be below 'AAA' based on our assessment of factors such as country risk, or transfer and convertibility risk, and we would adjust the analysis accordingly.

11. In many securitization transactions, a key step in analyzing the credit quality of the securitized assets is estimating the level of expected losses. The level of expected losses generally corresponds to the amount of credit enhancement associated with the 'B' rating level. Estimation of expected losses generally uses the recent performance of similar assets as a guide. The estimation may include adjustments based on our assessment of current trends, as well as evolving market practices.

12. Interpolation is one of the methods we may use when we analyze the amount of credit enhancement associated with the rating levels between 'AAA' and 'B' for transactions in certain asset classes. For other asset classes, we create specific benchmarks, such as coverage multiples or simulated default rates, within a mathematical simulation model.

13. Our view on the credit quality of a pool of assets may change over time. The performance of the pool may diverge from expectations and that divergence may reveal credit strengths or weakness.
that were not previously apparent. Through our surveillance processes, we reassess the credit quality of the pool based on certain information regarding the observed performance and other factors we deem relevant.

Legal And Regulatory Risks

S&P Global Ratings' assessment of legal and regulatory risks focuses primarily on the degree to which a securitization structure isolates the securitized assets from the bankruptcy or insolvency risk of entities that participate in the transaction. Typically, our analysis focuses on the entity or entities that originated and owned the assets before the securitization, although the creditworthiness of other entities also may be relevant. A true sale of the subject assets from the originator/seller to a special purpose entity (SPE) is one method commonly used by an arranger seeking to achieve asset isolation in a securitization. From a legal perspective, a true sale is generally understood to result in the assets ceasing to be part of the seller's bankruptcy or insolvency estate. There may also be other legal mechanisms, apart from true sale, that may achieve analogous comfort. SPES are entities that typically are used in a securitization transaction to "house" the assets that will back the payment obligations usually represented by the securities issued by the SPE. In the context of our analysis, S&P Global Ratings forms an opinion about the insolvency remoteness of an SPE based on our evaluation of the specific facts and circumstances that we view as applicable to a particular transaction. Among other things, the analysis considers whether the separate legal identity of the SPE would be respected by bankruptcy courts or bodies charged with similar functions. In addition, we assess the presence of features intended to minimize the likelihood that the SPE itself becomes the subject of bankruptcy.

Payment Structure And Cash Flow Mechanics

The rating analysis for structured finance typically includes an analysis of payment structure and cash flow mechanics. This portion of the analysis may involve both assessing the documentation for a security and testing the cash flows using quantitative models. In both cases, the objective is to assess whether the cash flow from the securitized assets would be sufficient, at the applicable rating levels, to make timely payments of interest and ultimate payment of principal to the related securities, after taking account of available credit enhancement and allowing for transaction expenses, such as servicing and trustee fees. The analysis may encompass diverse features of the payment structure and cash flow mechanics, ranging from the basic payment priorities inherent in a deal (i.e., the subordination hierarchy of tranches) to the impact of performance covenants (i.e., so-called "triggers") that may operate as switches that materially change the distribution priorities if they are breached. Finally, for securities that embody support facilities from third parties, such as insurance policies, guarantees, bank credit and liquidity facilities, and derivatives instruments, the analysis focuses on the payment mechanics for those obligations.

Operational And Administrative Risks

The analysis of operational and administrative risks is another part of the structured finance rating analysis. This part of the analysis focuses on key transaction parties to determine whether they are capable of managing a securitization over its life. Key transaction parties may include a transaction's servicer or manager, the asset manager of a collateralized debt obligation (CDO), the trustee, the paying agent, and any other transaction party; herein we collectively refer to these parties as servicers.

In securitizations involving many asset classes, the analysis focuses on evaluating a servicer's or
manager's ability to perform its duties, such as receiving timely payments, pursuing collection efforts on delinquent assets, foreclosing on and liquidating collateral, tracking cash receipts and disbursements, and providing timely and accurate investor reports. For transactions that involve revenue-producing assets (e.g., commercial property), the analysis may include, as we deem appropriate, assessment of certain incremental risks associated with managing the assets. For actively managed portfolios, the analysis considers the asset manager's capabilities and past performance as an asset manager.

18. The analysis of operational and administrative risks generally considers the possibility that a servicer may become unable or unwilling to perform its duties during the life of the transaction. In that vein, the analysis may consider both the potential for hiring a substitute or successor servicer and any arrangements that provide for a designated backup servicer. That portion of the analysis would typically consider the sufficiency of the servicing fee to attract a substitute, the seniority of the fee in the payment priorities, and the availability of substitute servicers.

Counterparty Risk

19. The fifth part of the rating analysis is the analysis of counterparty risk. That analysis focuses on third-party obligations to either hold assets (including cash) or make financial payments that may affect the creditworthiness of structured finance instruments. Examples of counterparty risks include exposures to institutions that maintain key accounts and exposures to the providers of derivative contracts such as interest rate swaps and currency swaps. The counterparty risk analysis considers both the type of dependency and the rating of the counterparty for each counterparty relationship in a transaction.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT RATINGS AND CRITERIA

Creditworthiness Before External Support

20. The most important step in analyzing the creditworthiness of a corporate or governmental obligor is gauging the resources available to it for fulfilling its commitments relative to the size and timing of those commitments. Assessing an obligor's resources for fulfilling its financial commitments is primarily a forward-looking exercise. It may entail estimating or projecting future income and cash flows. It may include consideration of economic conditions, the regulatory environment, and economic projections and forecasts. For business entities, future income and cash flows may come primarily from ongoing operations or investments. For governmental entities, income and cash flows may come primarily from taxes. In some cases, other resources, including liquid assets or, in the case of a sovereign obligor, the ability to print currency, may be relevant.

21. The assessment of resources considers both the expected level of future income and cash flows and their potential variability. For all types of obligors, the assessment includes both qualitative and quantitative factors.

22. The quantitative side of the analysis focuses primarily on financial analysis and may include an evaluation of an obligor's accounting principles and practices.

23. For business entities, key financial indicators generally include profitability, leverage, cash flow adequacy, liquidity, and financial flexibility. For financial institutions and insurers, other critical factors may include asset quality, reserves for losses, asset-liability management, and capital adequacy. Off-balance sheet items, such as securitizations, derivative exposures, leases, and
pension liabilities, may also be part of the quantitative analysis. Cash flow analysis and liquidity assume heightened significance for firms with speculative-grade ratings ('BB+' and lower).

24. For governmental entities, the quantitative factors we assess are different from the factors we assess for business entities; they generally include both economic factors and budgetary and financial performance, as well as additional items for sovereign obligors. The economic side of the analysis typically encompasses demographics, wealth, and growth prospects. The budgetary and financial side generally includes budget reserves, external liquidity, and structural budget performance. For sovereign obligors, additional quantitative factors that may, in our view, be relevant to our analysis include fiscal policy flexibility, monetary policy flexibility, international investment position, and contingent liabilities associated with potential support for the financial sector.

25. Trends over time and peer comparisons may be part of the quantitative analysis for both business and governmental entities.

26. On the qualitative side, the analysis of business entities focuses on various factors, including: country risk, industry characteristics, and entity-specific factors. We intend for our analysis of the country risk factor to capture our assessment of the financial and operating environment that applies broadly to businesses in a particular country, including a country's physical, legal, and financial infrastructure. Historically, this assessment has often operated to constrain the ratings of business entities in countries that have high country risk.

27. Industry characteristics typically encompass growth prospects, volatility, and technological change, as well as the degree and nature of competition. Broadly speaking, the lower the industry risk, the higher the potential credit rating for an obligor in that sector. The analysis also considers certain entity-specific factors that we believe can distinguish an individual obligor from its peers. These may include diversification of the obligor's products and services as well as risk concentrations, particularly for a financial institution. Obligor-specific factors also may include operational effectiveness, overall competitive position, strategy, governance, financial policies, risk management practices, and risk tolerance.

28. Qualitative factors for governmental entities are somewhat different from the factors for business entities. Our analysis may encompass political risks, including the effectiveness and predictability of policymaking and institutions and the transparency of processes and data and the accountability of institutions. In addition, for sovereign obligors, consideration of political risks may include an assessment of the potential for war, revolution, or other security-related events to affect creditworthiness. Other qualitative considerations that may be part of an analysis of a governmental obligor include revenue forecasting, expenditure control, long-term capital planning, debt management, and contingency planning. Finally, the assessment of a governmental obligor focuses on the potential that the obligor might default even when it has the resources to meet its financial commitments.

**External Influence**

29. In addition to our assessment of an obligor's stand-alone creditworthiness, S&P Global Ratings' analysis considers the likelihood and potential amount of external support (or influence) that could enhance (or diminish) the obligor's creditworthiness. When an obligor's creditors have the benefit of contractual support, such as a guarantee from a higher-rated guarantor, the analysis may assign the guarantor's rating to the supported issue or issuer. However, this occurs only when the guarantee satisfies stringent conditions and guarantees full and timely payment of the underlying obligation.

30. Apart from formal guarantees, the analysis considers the potential for other support from
affiliated business entities, governments, and multilateral institutions. For affiliated business
entities, the analysis considers both the degree of strategic importance of subsidiaries or
affiliates to determine the likelihood and degree of support by a stronger parent and - the parent's
capacity to provide such support.

31. For governmental support, the analysis considers the potential for various forms of support. For
example, the analysis considers potential support for government-related entities (GREs), such as
certain public utilities, transportation systems, and financial companies. The analysis of a GRE
considers the role that the entity plays and the nature of its links to its government. A similar line
of analysis applies to the potential for extraordinary government support to banks that, in our
view, have systemic importance in a national economy. In the case of a sovereign obligor, the
analysis considers the potential for support from multilateral institutions (e.g., the International
Monetary Fund [IMF]).

32. The assessment of potential external support generally does not include the benefits that an
obligor receives merely by being part of a system or framework. We consider those benefits in the
assessment of industry characteristics or otherwise in the analysis of stand-alone
creditworthiness. For example, the stand-alone analysis of a bank includes consideration of
benefits that we believe it may receive from supervision within its regulatory framework and from
access to low-cost borrowings from its central bank. Likewise, the analysis of governments (e.g., a
school district) may include an evaluation of system support provided by a higher level entity (e.g.,
a city or state).

33. In some cases, external support can have a negative influence on an entity’s creditworthiness. For
example, this can happen when a weaker parent company drains cash flows or assets from a
stronger subsidiary through dividends or in other ways. Similarly, a sovereign government can be a
negative factor for a company’s creditworthiness if it intervenes by withdrawing resources or
limiting the company’s financial flexibility.

Notching And Analysis Of Specific Instruments

34. The analysis of specific instruments includes consideration of priorities within an obligor’s capital
structure and the potential effects of collateral and recovery estimates in the event of the obligor’s
default. The analysis may apply notching to instruments that rank above or below their obligor’s
senior, unsecured debt. For example, subordinated debt would generally receive a rating below
the senior debt rating. Conversely, secured debt may receive a rating above the unsecured debt
rating.

35. Notching also applies to the structural subordination of debt issued by operating subsidiaries or
holding companies that are part of an enterprise viewed as a single economic entity. For example,
the debt of a holding company may be rated lower than the debt of its subsidiaries that have the
enterprise’s assets and cash flows. We extend the notching approach to analyzing the
creditworthiness of instruments involving payment priority. For example, we would generally rate
preferred stock and so-called hybrid capital instruments lower than senior debt to indicate that
payment could be deferred.

REVISIONS AND UPDATES

This article was originally published on Feb. 16, 2011.

Changes introduced after original publication:

- Following our periodic review completed on Dec. 21, 2016, we updated the contact information.
Following our periodic review completed on Dec. 15, 2017, we updated the contact information and updated the heading above paragraph 29 to "External Influence" from "External Support."

- On Jan. 2, 2019, we republished this criteria article to make nonmaterial changes. We updated the contact information and made editorial changes.

- On Feb. 15, 2019, we republished this criteria article to make nonmaterial changes. We updated the contact information and a reference to a related criteria article.
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